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2CuCl + H2O = 2HCl + Cu2O

produce more cuprous chloride:

2HCl + 2Cu = 2CuCl + H2

-‐

means that the reaction cannot proceed as such without an 

-‐

-‐

-‐

zinc in brass. There are, of course, electrochemical and 

subtle electrochemical factors to be considered concerning 

the difference in potential between tin-‐rich phases and the 

copper-‐rich alpha phase in bronzes, but there are a vari-‐

nature of the corrosion, but on the whole are of minor im-‐

portance. The dissolution of copper and other divalent ions 

progress of this dissolution is dependent on the concentra-‐

-‐
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Three bronze anklets, found during the archaeological excavation  of Yemeni  mission 2002 A.D., in Gabal al-‐ lawd, Jawf  area, 

Yemen and, dated back to Minaean  period  in Yemen (sixth century B.C. – 24 B.C.),are now in Dhamar regional museum. 

They suffered deterioration: two of these anklets had  a thick  corrosion products of  pale-‐ green/brown, the third had a

rust-‐colored Black and Brown with the presence of small parts and scattered pale green.

N
umerous studies on ancient and historical bronzes 

have  tried to establish the chemical characteristics 

and structure of natural patinas grown on artifacts 

or sea water. The long-‐term corrosion of bronzes is accom-‐

state. Different surface patterns have then been observed, 

depending on the corrosive environment (chemical compo-‐

parameters such as historical periods, metallurgical tech-‐

niques or even kind and size of the artifacts [1].

-‐

chlorides at the interface between the metal surface and 

-‐

active cuprous chloride (Cu Cl) species is considered as the 

principal agent of the so-‐called bronze disease, i.e. the pro-‐

cess of interaction of chloride containing species within the 

-‐

-‐

with copper to form cuprous chloride and water, and in this 

-‐

importance for the degradation of the archaeological arti-‐

-‐

-‐
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-‐

the metallic grains in the direction of hammering. this is in 

addition to the appearance of deteriorated spots dispersed 

with low lime content, 

there is no inhibiting ef-‐

fect on the decomposi-‐

tion of the patina to cre-‐

while in lime containing 

soils, where the soil so-‐

-‐

cium bicarbonate, this 

decomposition is inhib-‐

The purpose of the pre-‐

-‐

ing the lacks  diagnosed 

-‐

ing a suitable methodol-‐

of archaeological metals, 

-‐

and chemical characteristics of bronze patinas. This was 

-‐

The dimensions of the three anklets are similar in size and 

suffered from the  deterioration.  The two others klets had 

-‐

Fig. 1 -‐ shows the location of Gabal-‐ 
al lawd , Al-‐Gowf area ,Yemen. (After: 

Fig. 3 -‐ ME for a sample from the anklet A shows the 
Uniform corrosion  (50X).

Fig. 4 -‐ ME for a sample from the anklet B shows the 
Grieve corrosion (150X).

Fig. 5 -‐ ME for a 
sample from the 
anklet C, suffers 
from pitting cor-‐
rosion  (50x).

Fig. 6 -‐ shows SEM 
examination for a 
sample from the an-‐
klet A, suffers from 
pitting corrosion and 
distorted surface 
(200X ).

Fig. 7 -‐ shows SEM ex-‐
amination for a sam-‐
ple from the anklet 
B, suffers from
micro cracks & Grieve 
corrosion (1500X).

A B C
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Three small samples were taken from the corrosion prod-‐

-‐

ple was taken from the pale greenish crust that covering 

pale greenish crust that covered the surface of the  anklet 

Cu

-‐

with a high a mounts of Tin and traces from Lead, Iron and 

Fig. 9 -‐ Shows XRD scan for the corrosion products of the anklet A.

Fig. 10 -‐ Shows XRD scan for the corrosion products of the anklet B.

Tab. 1 -‐ Shows XRD analysis results of corrosion products of the anklets.

Fig. 11 -‐ Shows XRD scan for the corrosion products of the anklet C.

Fig. 8 -‐ Shows SEM examination for a sample from the anklet C, suffers from 
pitting corrosion and distorted surface (500X).

 Tab. 2 -‐ Shows XRF analysis results of the anklets.

The use of chemical treatments for the anklets is more ac-‐

ceptable than the mechanical cleaning, as these anklets 

buried in the soil and the strong interaction between the 

-‐

-‐

-‐

-‐

ing to remove the loose corrosion products. A serial of  tests 

were carried out to determine which chemical compounds  

the following chemical compounds are  the least damaging 

and fastest acting solutions.
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The treatment procedures included the following steps: 

-‐

aphosphate to convert the insoluble calcium carbonate 

in the encrustation to soluble salt which can be subse-‐

and removing loosened particles with silk brush. This 

water with heating from time to time in order to loosen 

This step resulted in dissolving and removing soil granules 

and the soluble corrosion products, and left the anklets 

The three anklets were soaked in alkaline Rochelle so-‐

mechanical cleaning with silk brush from time to time to 

.this step succeeded in removing green copper corrosion 

surfaces.

-‐

-‐

in removing all the corrosion products. 

After that the anklets were  soaked in water and washed 

Repeated washing in hot deionized water altering heating 

chemical residues.

-‐

-‐

It is worth noting that the selected Cu-‐based archaeologi-‐

-‐

Yemeni manufacturer used both of casting and hammer-‐

ing technique to manufacture the three anklets.

presence of Copper and Tin species such as cassiterite [ 

The latter compounds are basic copper chloride and are 

-‐

portant role in their severe corrosion. This soil is a porous 

one changed from sub saturation to saturation with water, 

ion [10,11]. This circulation of saline water in the soil had 

-‐

-‐

-‐

sure to air of the reactive cuprous chloride [Cu Cl] species 

located inside the archaeological anklets. Indeed, when 

the humid atmosphere thus gives rise to the formation of 

that reacts with copper to form new cuprous chloride 

elongation of the bronze grains revealed the use of the 

-‐

ter casting. 

-‐

tion to the appearance of deterioration spots dispersed 

dispersed on the surface of anklet A , Grieve corrosion 

and  the micro-‐crocks in the second anklet B, and  micro-‐

crocks with pitting corrosion which distort the surface of 

the third anklet C.

archaeological anklets. It was shown that the structure of 

-‐

rosion process. A phenomenon common to the structure 

structure has several features:

Fig. 13 -‐ Shows the three anklets (the second side) after treatment.

A B C

A B C
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the alteration front, which means the occurrence of 

mass transportation of chlorides from the soil to the 

metallic phase inward.

in the three anklets ,the percentage of it varied from  

Also we can deduce that the ancient manufacturer recog-‐

nized that the Lead isn’t valid to manufacture the anklets 

It must be noticed that in the case of artifacts found in 

archaeological soils, chemical composition and properties 

have changed. It is obvious that the soil in which the ar-‐

tifacts were discovered cannot be regarded as the initial 

-‐

The choice of method for cleaning depends on what is 

condition it is in. The mechanical cleaning of metals is 

allows more control and has less effect on the metal al-‐

the use of chemical treatments for the anklets  is ac-‐

-‐

cleaning, besides the mechanical methods will create  

new points (pin Holes) for a new corrosion. Also if we 

-‐

tive electrode (Cathodic), whereas the metal under it, 

process will start.

The information that can be derived from mineralogical 

and best-‐informed approaches to their surface cleaning is to 

to determine the evolutions of the soil characteristics such 

an accumulation of cuprous chloride in the corrosion prod-‐

Fig. 14 -‐ Shows the three anklets (A,B,C) after treatment.

A

B

C

the continued reactions giving rise to bronze disease before 

either all of the cuprous chloride is consumed or the humid-‐

below levels required for continuous reaction.

There is a strong  interaction  between the surrounding en-‐

The choice of method for cleaning depends on what is re-‐

-‐

tion it is in.
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ABSTRACT
THE AIM OF THIS PAPER  IS TO EXAMINE, IN DETAIL, THE CORROSION  OF THE SELECTED OBJECTS GROWN DURING 
THE LONG-‐TERM BURIAL AND IDENTIFY ITS PRODUCTS; THIS WILL HELP US TO UNDERSTAND THE CORROSIVE 
FACTORS AND THE DEGRADATION MECHANISMS , AS WELL AS TO IDENTIFY THEIR CONSTITUTING METALS  IN ORDER 
TO CARRY OUT SCIENTIFIC TREATMENT AND CONSERVATION .
FOR THIS PURPOSE, SAMPLES FROM THE OBJECTS WERE EXAMINED BY METALLOGRAPHIC MICROSCOPE (ME) 
AND SCANNING ELECTRON MICROSCOPE (SEM), WHILE THE CORROSION PRODUCTS WERE ANALYZED BY X-‐RAY 
DIFFRACTION (XRD). X-‐RAY FLUORESCENCE( XRF) WAS USED TO DETERMINE THE BULK ELEMENTS OF THE 
OBJECTS.
XRD DATA SHOWED THAT THE CORROSION PRODUCTS ARE CUPRITE , ATACAMITE AND PARATACAMITE , WHE-‐
REAS XRF ANALYSIS POINTED OUT THAT THE ANKLETS ARE COMPOSED BY A BRONZE ALLOY. MICROSCOPIC 
EXAMINATION REVEALS THAT THE THREE ANKLETS SUFFERED DETERIORATION MAINLY IN SPOTS. EXPLOITING THE 
COLLECTED INFO, CHEMICAL CLEANING WAS CHOSEN FOR TREATING THE OBJECTS.
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